Migration Services
Migrate to AWS with
complete confidence
Simple lift & shift migrations often don’t capitalize on the full
potential of the cloud. It takes significant planning and
expertise, as well as dynamic architecture to unlock all the
benefits of cloud computing and related services.
Additionally, poorly executed migrations can eliminate future

Migration Services
Server
Migration
Migrate virtual-only workloads from on-premises
infrastructure or other cloud platforms using dedicated
AWS services. Easily move from different environments
with confidence.

costs savings and ROI.

ClearScale has helped hundreds of clients successfully
migrate mission-critical workloads to AWS. Our experts have

Database
Migration
Migrate all of your organization’s data from commercial

supported 400+ migrations from on-premises

and open-source databases without leakage. AWS supports

environments, hosting facilities, and other public cloud

both homogeneous (Oracle to Oracle) and heterogeneous

providers. Whether you need to move a few applications and

database (Microsoft SQL to Amazon Aurora) migrations,

databases or an entire data center to AWS, ClearScale is the
team for you.

enabling businesses to transfer critical data from any two
infrastructures.

Application
Migration
Migrate hundreds of applications to AWS in days without
disrupting crucial operations. Seamlessly execute and
automate application migrations from physical, virtual,
and cloud-based infrastructure.

Contact a ClearScale Migrations
Expert Today
sales@clearscale.com

800-591-0442

One Market Street
Spear Tower, Suite
3600 San Francisco,
CA 94105

www.clearscale.com

Founded in 2011, ClearScale provides cloud-native consulting solutions designed exclusively

About
ClearScale

for Amazon Web Services (AWS). Our expert team has helped clients take advantage of AWS
products and services through 850+ projects. We’ve led hundreds of clients through
successful migrations, setting them up for long-term success on the cloud.

Customer Highlights
ClearScale helped Ebates migrate its legacy architecture to AWS, as demands from
its fast-growing user base were outpacing existing capabilities. The ClearScale team
followed the AWS Landing Zone approach to build a baseline environment and then
successfully migrate Ebates’ massive and complex workload.

CareMetx lacked the capacity to build the AWS environment that it needed to take
advantage of the cloud. ClearScale came in and relied on its multiple competencies
in healthcare, migrations, and DevOps to successfully migrate all CareMetx
environments to AWS.

Gaia Online needed a reliable and steady solution to support its 25 million
registered gamers. The company tapped ClearScale to migrate away from Equinix
to AWS and now boasts a 99.9% durability rate.

ClearScale Offerings
1 Day

Migration readiness assessment
Evaluate the current state of your organization’s readiness to
migrate to the cloud. Discover gaps in current infrastructure
and IT processes and mitigate issues before they occur.

4+ Weeks

Migration planning
Before migrating, it’s important to conduct a comprehensive
audit of all relevant workloads and requirements, as well as
develop a step-by-step plan to ensure a successful journey
for every component.

Proactively identify migration challenges and capability gaps

Migration business case, including TCO and ROI forecasts

Learn from experts with hundreds of successful migrations

Cloud operational foundation + migration experience
Landing zone
Pilot migration of 1-2 applications
Readiness to migrate at scale

6+ Weeks

Migration execution
Execute large-scale migration prepared during the planning
phase. Throughout the process, enhance migration tactics as
workload patterns emerge and reveal efficiencies.
Migrate to lower operating costs and downtime
Migrate to increase business agility and scalability
Optimize processes and applications in the
cloud

